APICO SOFT

Procurement
Smart Management System

Effective software for effective business
The Procurement system allows you to significantly speed up and
streamline the procurement processes at the enterprise, to
facilitate the work with budgets.
You gain control over all stages of procurement in the system from the submission of an application and its approval, through the
work with payment documents, up to the receipt of ordered goods
and services.
On the basis of the Procurement system, many solutions have been
implemented in various areas of our customers (Convatec, Canon,
McDonald’s, Merck, Sandvik).

The Procurement is convenient. Why?
Safety

Transparency

All processes of your enterprise will be
reliably protected thanks to
integration with Active Directory and
access to the system based on the
differentiation of rights of user
groups.

Easy to track various parameters:
- the number of purchases for the reporting
period,
- initiators of requests
- staff, responsible for the selection of
suppliers
- paperwork

Integration

Agreement process

There is a built-in ability to
exchange
data
with
various
business applications, including
Corporate Information Systems (e.g.
1C, iScala, OeBS), streamline and
optimize the document flow of the
purchasing department with other
divisions of the enterprise.

The process of approving the necessary
documents is flexible and takes place
electronically. Our experience shows that
electronic document management can
reduce the approval time by 3 times!

Sequence of the procurement process
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Getting Started: List of Purchase Requisitions

To view purchase requests, an employee is only need to connect to the internal website through a
browser. The list of requests will display purchases that are available to this user.
Thanks to flexible filter system, the Procurement allows convenient work with large number of requests.
For example, in a couple of clicks a user can get easy a list of all purchase requests (not approved yet), that
were initiated by a particular person or department.
New request creation

List of
requests
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Purchase request creation
- The purchase request form is customizable
according to your requirements.
- You can work with purchase records simply
by selecting necessary goods (and services)
from a library. Libraries of items could be
generated and updated automatically (basing
on data from the ERP system).
- Necessary digital documents, scans, etc. can
be attached to the purchase requests and then
be available easily.
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Purchase request creation

Control your budget
When you are creating or viewing a purchase
requests, you may obtain following information:
- about the state of the procurement budget
according to the criteria specified in the request's
lines: by centers of costs and by types of costs,
both as a whole and the already spent part of the
budget,
- about the limit under the contract, if it is given.
Thanks to this, it is easy to assess how the
proposed purchase corresponds to the developed
plan and the goals of the enterprise.

Purchase request approval (beginning)

●

As soon as the initiator of the document clicks on the "Submit for approval"
button, approval steps are generated for the selected document type.

●

The Procurement application allows you to organize both a sequential chain
of approval and parallel approval of applications. The number of approval
levels and reviewers / approvers is not limited and is customizable according
to the needs of the Customer.

Interface: Start approval

Approval process
The approver (as well as the chain of approvers) at any stage of the reconciliation process,
can do following:
- approve or reject the document,
- pause the approval process,
- request additional information (such as specification or rationale)
- leave comments and additional instructions.
• Automatic email notifications after every action help speed up the approval process.
•

Interface: Approval process

Approval Steps Information
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Purchase Order creation

After the final approval of the
purchase request , a purchase order
is generated on its basis
(automatically or manually).
If there are several suppliers for the
purchase request, a separate
purchase order is created for each
supplier.
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Receiving goods, services

After confirming the purchase order, the user (the
responsible representative of the company) generates
a document on the receipt of the purchased goods
(to the warehouse of the company) - for each batch of
goods presented in the order. (Services are treated as
intangible items.)
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Registration of an invoice

Based on the information about the
goods (and / or services) received, the user
(accounting officer) registers an invoice.
Invoice's data might be transferred to the
information system and other business
applications used in the enterprise.
This facilitates and optimizes the standard
procedures of the procurement process
(generation of transactions, settlements
with suppliers, integration with banking
software).

Partners
The library of suppliers and buyers is a working
tool of the purchasing manager. At the same
time, it is important that all data about partners,
counteragents are collected according to
uniform rules and stored in a single database.
The Procurement system provides a solution
integrated with your partners' database stored
in the Corporate Information System of your
enterprise.

So users who do not have write access to data
keeping in corporate ERP system can indirectly
provide an additional or new information about
partners.
To do this, it is enough to form an application
for creating a new or updating info about the
existing partner and, after its approval, the
information about the partner will be
automatically updated in the information
system of the enterprise.

Partners

SUPPLIERS

CUSTOMERS

Request on
creating a new
supplier in the ERP
system

Request on
creating a new
customer in the
ERP system

Request on
updating info
about the existing
supplier in the ERP
system

Request on
updating info
about the existing
customer in the
ERP system

Contracts

To create purchase requisitions, the
system provides a directory of
contracts.
If necessary, an additional module
with extended "contract"
functionality can be provided at your
disposal - it implements the
possibilities of renewal, approval,
signing of contracts, etc.

Administering: users and their rights
The Procurement system is integrated with Active Directory, which allows not to duplicate user
authorization data and to manage the application from one session, regardless of the number of active
sessions of the application. User access rights are flexibly configured for each user group.

Administration: Configure approval chains
The Procurement system provides customization of forked approval
chains:
multilevel approvals;
• replacement of the approver (for example, if there is no employee
responsible for the approval at this stage);
• approval by a specific group of users;
• determination of approvers by the budgets involved in the
document, by the total amount or by other criteria;
• defining an approver by using a stored procedure;
• exit from a parallel statement by one approver, etc.

Administration: other settings

The Procurement system
provides customization of
interfaces for menu items,
guides and templates for
messages sent by e-mail.
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Do you have any questions?
Ask us, we will be happy to help you.
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+7 (903) 795-48-95

